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Vikings Stomp Packers Out Of Minneapolis 
The Great Start

Minneapolis,MN, 13.09.2022, 01:50 Time

USPA NEWS - The Minnesota Defense gave Aaron Rogers all he could handle on Sunday. At times you would think this defense was
listening to Kirk Franklins Stomp song the way they were routing the Packers. This Minnesota defense is gonna be scary throughout
the season if they can just stay healthy.

New Vikings coach Kevin O'Connell came into this new position realizing what needed to be done to make this team become knitted
together like a family. So starting the season we seen alot more of the athletes doing events together outside of football that carried
over to the field on Sunday against the division rival Packers. Kirk Cousins stepped up to the plate as he picked apart the Green Bay
defense for much of the evening as he targeted the red hot Justin Jefferson 11 times giving the defense more than they could handle.
Kirk finished the game with a passer rating of 118.9 as Aaron Rogers struggled finishing with a rating of 67.7. Packers backup QB
Jordan Love finished with a better rating then his mentor Rogers passing 4/5 for 67yds with a passer rating of 118.8. After this game
Justin Jefferson definently put the NFL on notice by tearing through this defense for 184yds on the day. Dalvin Cook loved what he
seen as the offense appeared to be in sink as he broke open the ground game running for 90yds against a team that he knows very
well. If Green Bay is gonna have any shot at winning the division crown, they better get back to the drawing board because these
Vikings are the real deal.
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